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Aims of the Project


❶Scale - Over 1,000,000 nodes
and associated pipes in the
Anglian region





❷Integrated modelling/
surveying programme



❸Aligning InfoNet databases,
ICM databases and GIS to enable updates



MDM1 aims for 100% coverage for all sewer models in the Anglian Region including surface water sewers
Models are required to meet target thresholds of model confidence during the initial model build stage of MDM1,
whereby model confidence will be improved upon in MDM2, and analysis will be undertaken in MDM3
The project fits with AWS’s wider business objective of gaining an improved understanding of system performance
for their region
Collaborative project with an integrated modelling and surveying team where the One Version of the Truth (OVT)
principle helps to ensure standardised outputs across all teams
OVT principle and the ‘rapid build’ nature of the project has resulted in the development of tools to both standardise
outputs and enable teams to meet their targets

1. Efficient Clean-Up






5. Batch Processing - Design Rainfall

In order to make the network clean-up process more efficient and meet deadlines SQLs were
utilised for network-scale update and inference



In the initial stages SQLs were used to transfer survey data from existing ICM models into
InfoNet to ensure existing knowledge is retained



Personally developed several SQLs so modellers can quality control their clean-up


Historically, Anglian rainfall has been defined by catchment using the FEH with
geographically variable parameters defined by 10km grid squares
Based on what grid square a catchment falls in, in addition to what soil type, the
catchment is assigned NAPI values
For later batches it was inefficient to set-up and run simulations on a catchment-bycatchment basis, therefore we have developed a method of applying multiple rainfall
profiles to one network to improve efficiencies

2. Automating Processes - Subcatchment Development


Manual drawing is one of the most time consuming processes in model build



RPS developed a tool which aims to reduce the time taken to edit subcatchments



Uses a PostGIS and QGIS process which can draw 11500 subs in 50 minutes





Establishes a relationship between the curtilage and buildings and looks more widely at
development boundaries
Can communicate with developer regarding tweaks to the tool for catchments with different
characteristics

6. Collaborative Survey Scoping


Historic Subcatchment Tool

RPS Subcatchment Tool






3. Regional Scale Processing - Commercial Dataset










IUD project required full coverage of commercial buildings for the Anglian Region, each with a
unique classification

Survey planning for AWS, at present, is not
driver led, therefore a method of prioritisation is required

Foul Junction
= 12

A ruby script has been developed which
provides a survey rating for each manhole
This reviews; data in the model, its
confidence flag and through other key
factors a score is derived
The tool allows the optimisation of survey
extent to give the best increase in overall
model confidence

Bifurcation
= 48

Surveyed
=1

4 pipe lengths
from survey data
=4

The integration of the modelling and surveying teams has required development of
communication skills to ensure efficiency is
maintained

The original methodology located in the OVT required adaptation, resulting in; the questioning
of other modellers, development of calculations and updating of the dataset
Calculations regarding different discharge periods had not been correct, classifications to decide
which commercials needed to be kept in the model were not correct
Through this we have created a legacy for the future through a geospatial dataset that
previously was not available to AWS Trade team

7. Personal Development
My contribution to the project:

4. Legacy Tools - Impermeable Area Layer






RPS developed Contributing Area Tool (CAT) - prioritises billing data and looks at the extent of
the network to assign a system type to surfaces with assigned surface numbers e.g. pitched
roof, roadside
Worked with the developers to face challenges that have occurred as the programme has progressed and developed SQLs where changes to the tool have not been possible within the
timeframe





Development of tools through querying and questioning developers, tools and
methodologies currently in place
To date I have contributed towards the building of models for 92 catchments

What I have learned:


Experienced the full model build process



Understanding of the OVT principle and its fluidity



The Confidence Adjustment Tool is used for modellers to make manual updates

Importance of communication between clients and different teams
collaborating on the project

How will I use this:
First Batch

Current Batch - Pre Clean-Up

Current Batch - Post Clean-Up








Preparing to undertake verification during MDM2 of the project
Continue training other graduates using the tools that we have
developed to maintain efficiencies
Progress client relationships to take a greater leadership role within
the project
Develop tools that can be used to improve efficiencies further

